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ABSTRACT 

MASTERNODE TOKEN is developing a Mobile APP that allows the world to 

manage and exchange Masternodes in the simplest manor possible. The 

MASTERNODE TOKEN vision goes beyond the passive income that many 

people see, we want to allow the world to realise the full power and 

potential of Masternodes. We want to empower the full potential of 

community driven company’s/projects and decentralized governance. 

 

We will allow users no matter their budgets or technical skills to be able to 

participate in Masternodes and their full power. 

 

The MASTERNODE TOKEN project is founded from Johannesburg, South 

Africa although we are working with team members globally. Our goal is to 

operate on a global scale to help bring mass adoption to our APP. 

 

We are not another Masternodes host or shared Masternodes platform, we  

would rather refer to ourselves as the global hub for Masternodes. We 

connect people to Masternodes, everything you need in one place.  

 

This whitepaper will explain everything to you. 
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INTRODUCTION 

[BACKROUND TO MASTERNODES] 

Initially, mining of blockchains for Crypto currency started through “Proof of 

Work” (POW). The POW blockchains were, and are, still being run by using 

specific mining machines that are very energy intensive and detrimental to 

the environment. The crypto industry is slowly moving towards an alternative. 

This alternative is more energy efficient and comes in a different type of 

blockchain. This blockchain is called “Proof of Stake”(POS). POS 

blockchains are underpinned by Masternodes.  

To understand Masternodes, we first need to gain an understanding of what 

a ‘full node’ is. Full Nodes are hosted on a computer/server and contain a full 

copy of the blockchain for a specific coin. Full nodes handle the distribution 

of the transactional data, thus making them an essential component in 

cryptocurrency. The decentralisation of a coin is also made possible through 

nodes. For example, a centralized network, like Mastercard, uses one server 

to distribute their data to all other servers, but with decentralised networks, 

like Masternodes (Full Nodes), every Masternode distributes the data and 

these Masternodes are hosted around the world. 

 

Apart from this above-mentioned advantage, Masternodes also offer the 

following benefits: 

• InstaSend: Masternodes allows for nearly instantaneous transactions. 
• PrivateSend: Masternodes makes it possible for users to generate and 

receive anonymous payments. 
• Decentralized Governance: This varies according to different coins 

and blockchains. Masternodes get to vote for things like financial 

development decisions, governance and changes. 

 

In addition, Masternodes are also: 

• More reliable because, they are almost always online, and fully synced 

to the blockchain.  

• Highly resistant to Sybil attacks. In short, Sybil attacks have been 

described as an attack wherein a system is overthrown by forging 

identities in peer-to-peer networks.  

• Quite flexible, since Masternodes compensate for proof of work’s 

limitations. It avoids the centralization of mining pools and it consumes 

less energy than the proof of work model.   
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• Creating the ability to accelerate distributive harmony and enhance 

democratize decision making within blockchain communities.  

• Creating enhanced stability and network loyalty. This is because it 

requires larger dividends and higher initial investment costs. With 

these costs involved, operators are less likely to exit the network.  

• An economic incentive. Running a Masternode allows you to qualify for 

a block reward. Blocks are transactions that are processed and saved 

on the blockchain. When your Masternode processes a block it gets 

incentivized with a reward for its work done for the blockchain. 

Rewards vary depending on the coin you choose and their reward 

structure. 

 

Unfortunately, there are some disadvantages and technical barriers that 

come with Masternodes. Let’s have a look at some of the pitfalls: 

• A large sum of coins which cost money are required to be used as 

collateral in the specific coins wallet before you can make use of 

Masternodes. For example, Dash Masternode requires you to have an 

amount of 1000 DASH ($400,000.00) as collateral in their wallet to 

activate the Masternode. Your money is used to fund a Masternode, 

and without that payment, running one is impossible. The money is 

yours, however you cannot access the funds whilst the Masternode is 

still live.  

• Setting up a Masternode requires technical knowledge and skills in 

server installations and programming.  

• Constant administrating to the Masternode is required, as you will 

need to keep up to date with their mandatory wallet upgrades, hard-

forks and voting. You could lose your investment or be sitting with a 

dead Masternode without knowing it. Keeping track of all of this can 

be difficult especially if you have multiple different Masternodes. 

• Unfortunately, several Masternode coins that get listed on exchanges 

can be considered scams. Investigating the legitimacy of the coin and 

knowing when, and if, to invest takes time and effort.  
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[WHY MASTERNODE TOKEN?] 

We believe Masternodes will become one of the key technologies in the 

future of Blockchains as they provide a smarter, simpler and safer means of 

transfering, storing and governing in multiple different aspects.  

We want Mastenodes to succeed as we strongly believe in blockchain 

technology and support the energy savings obtained by Proof Of Stake as 

opposed to the traditional mining Proof Of Work techniques used, that are 

fuelling the already existing energy crisis in the world! The only power 

consumption Masternodes use is a server!  

Our aim is to make Masternodes accessible to the general public and to 

simplify the use of Masternodes. Along with that we play a part in creating 

an eco-friendly and energy efficient environment that is smart, safe and 

simple for everyone to use.  

The project was founded in South Africa. Since 2018 South Africa has been 

declared the most unequal country in the world, according to the Gini – 

coefficient index. This is our reality, therefore MASTERNODE TOKEN will 

take  0.5% fee of the money from our investors to put into our community 

Masternode Token Corporate Social Investment (MNTCSI) fund. We value 

transparency at all times, therefore updated stories of people’s lives being 

impacted will be uploaded on our website and all transactions and payments 

will be transparent to the public by making use of blockchain technology. In 

this way you can see and hear the stories of people you are shaping and 

changing for the better.  

We also believe that incorporating sustainable development in our business 

sets us apart from our rivals. In a world so digitised the human element is 

often forgotten and overlooked. We at MASTERNODE TOKEN believe in 

welcoming digital innovation whilst serving humanity.  

 

[WHAT WILL WE DELIVER?] 

MASTERNODE TOKEN will connect the world to the power of Masternodes, 

by allowing everyone to have a stake in Masternodes no matter their budget 

or technical skills. This sense of ownership is achieved through the 

distribution of MN Tokens. MN Tokens are the universal token used within 

our APP that allows users access into all Masternodes. The fully automated 

MASTERNODE TOKEN APP is a hub that makes the access and ownership 

of Masternodes simple and accessible to the general public. We bring you 
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the user everything in one smart APP so that you don’t have to worry about 

anything but earning and voting with a few simple clicks in our APP. 

The fully automated Masternode Token APP allows users to trade 

Masternodes in the smartest and simplest manner. We allow users to start 

earning immediately with no setups or support required, but more 

importantly allow our users to participate in decentralized governance and 

community driven projects/company’s in the smartest and simplest manner 

possible.  

 

[HOW WILL WE DO IT?] 

We will achieve mass adoption of Masternodes through our mobile APP, as 

smartphones are the smartest and biggest connection available. Our 

community will drive our pool of Masternodes on our APP by voting for new 

Masternodes to be added and then allowing MAST COIN MASTERNODES 

(our Masternode) to have the final say. 

We have three(3) different developments that help lead us to our goal. 

• The EARLY ACCESS BETA PLATFORM on our website, which allows 

users to start earning from Masternodes while we are busy with our 

development, this also allows us to start growing our pool of 

Masternodes in anticipation for our fully developed HTML platform.  

• Next up will be our full HTML PLATFORM, where users have access 

to the full features of the MASTERNODE TOKEN PLATFORM. Users 

will be able to buy and sell between different Masternodes with one 

inhouse universal token and participate in their Masternodes 

governance/voting in the smartest and simplest way. 

• Finally, we will launch our MOBILE APP, which too allows users to 

access the full features. Users will be able to control everything from 

buying or selling between Masternodes, managing rewards, 

participating in their Masternodes governance/voting and viewing 

their portfolio. The mobile APP will be where we get our most 

traffic/volume from and this is the most important development of our 

project. 

 

The key factor to the success of the Masternode Token project is constant 

development. Our projects visions and goals will continuously develop and 

change to adapt and expand with the future of the Blockchain space. 
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[WHO WILL BENEFIT?] 

You will, the Blockchain will, the environment will and so will the 

communities we identify that need out help.  

How will you benefit from this? 

• Large sums of capital will not be required as you can have portions of 

a Masternode or full ones, now the budget is in your control. 

• Gone are the hours of market research as not only does the 

community drive our pool of Masternodes which makes our pool more 

valuable and trustworthy, but we too have professional market analysts 

that will give you our top recommendations and fundamental analysis.  

• You are no longer fixed to one Masternode, now you can rather 

diversify your capital among multiple different Masternodes and it will 

still be much simpler and quicker then setting up one Masternode on 

your own. 

• A more stable collateral, by using our universal MN Token on our 

APP as the collateral for your Masternodes you are using a token 

that’s value is backed by our Masternodes pool instead of a singular 

token value bringing more stability to its price. 

• The community is in charge as we allow you to vote for Masternodes 

to be added or removed from the APP. 

• Simply earning, no admin work. Now you can earn from the 

Masternodes of your choice without the stress of administrating it. 

We make sure everything is always running smooth so that you can 

earn in your sleep. 

How will the Blockchains benefit? 

• Higher governance response rate, we bring Masternodes voting to 

the public in the smartest and simplest manner where its simply a 

notification and selecting your answer. Simplifying this and bring all 

Masternodes governance and voting into one APP will produce a 

much higher response rate. 

• Everyone can participate now as we bridge the gap between the 

general public and Masternodes with our smart and simple APP. 

• More stability, the Masternodes on our platform run 24/7 even as 

users exchange between them as they are using a universal token 

and not moving the physical Masternodes collateral. Keeping this 
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coins locked like this brings more stability to not only the functionality 

of their blockchain but also to their coins price. Masternodes only 

stop running if the community votes that it be removed from our APP. 

How is this benefiting the environment and surrounding communities? 

• Masternodes are eco-friendly as the only power consumption is the 

servers they are run on which is not even comparable to the power 

consumption used by proof-of-work mining rigs on older blockchains. 

The future will consist of going green and reducing power 

consumption and Masternodes are the solution to blockchain 

technologies existing power consumption crisis. 

• Masternode Token Corporate Social Investment is our fund that we 

will use to support and help our struggling communities, starting in 

South Africa. This fund is funded by a 0.5% fee taken on investors 

money. 

 

 

 

OUR VISION 

Our vision is to ALLOW THE WORLD TO BE IN CHARGE as they should be. 

Blockchain technology allows for endless possibilities and fair futures for 

everyone, where the community really has a say and leads their futures. 

Masternodes are they core of these Blockchains, they allow for this to 

happen and we want to make it possible for everyone to be able to 

participate Masternodes to help the revolutionary change take place. 

 

With our teams’ deep knowledge and experience in Crypto-Currencies and 

Blockchain technology we all have realised what the potential of Blockchain 

is, and we believe it will change the world for the good. It is only a matter of 

time and development until this space has the infrastructure to support a 

global market and we believe we will be key players in this revolution. 

 

The people will drive and develop their futures from the features that 

Blockchain technology and Masternodes have provided us with. 

Blockchain technology will act how all technologies have, which is constant 

development and improvement. We believe that we have only seen the top 
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of the ice burg and that Blockchain technology will evolve into something 

even greater than it already is. 

 

We believe that the revolution of decentralized governance and community 

driven sectors/company’s will cause a connection greater than any social 

media platform has ever created. The power of Blockchain technology is 

endless and will continuously get smarter and more powerful as time goes 

by and development takes place. 

 

The Blockchain space is filled with creative and passionate people who will 

help direct the future of this world by helping and teaching each-other. We 

want to spread globally and help educate and improve one another. 

 

 

SOME OF OUR FEAUTURES 

(We must keep some secrets to surprise you all) 

 

Masternode Exchange 

No setups, No VPS, nothing except a buy & sell button. Once a 

Masternode is deployed onto our platform it constantly runs even if users 

sell some of their holdings. This allows users to instantly jump between any 

Masternodes of their choice in the quickest and smartest manner possible. 

The community votes which Masternodes should be added or removed to 

our platform, we then propose the communities votes to MAST Coin 

Masternodes (our Masternode) to have the final say. 

 

Portfolio & Multi Crypto Wallet 

Users can track their Masternodes portfolio and view all their Masternodes 

live stats as well as their portfolios performance. All the users’ rewards are 

stored in their Wallet within the APP, where they can use their tokens to 

either fill new Masternodes to get deployed onto our platform or withdraw 

their rewards. We will build a state of the art portfolio tracker for our users. 
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Governance & Voting 

When you are required to vote on behalf of your Masternodes we simply 

allow you to manage this all through one separate section that allows you 

to read what the proposed change is and select out of various options 

provided to you. Done. Vote submitted. Full Masternode or shared 

Masternode, you get to have your say! 

 

Inhouse Universal Token 

Exchanging between Masternodes cannot get any simpler. You simply use 

one token which allow you to buy or sell between all the active 

Masternodes on our platform. The inhouse universal tokens value is also 

backed by our pool of active Masternodes providing you with a more stable 

collateral. This token can only be traded between peers on our platform, 

this is how we ensure it is traded at the correct value. 

 

Community Driven 

Our Masternode pool that we offer on our APP is fully community driven. 

The community votes for Masternodes to be added or removed and then 

every week the votes get proposed to MAST Coin Masternode (Our 

Masternode) to make the final decision. This prevent any spam votes from 

being successfully granted. 

 

Social Circles 

We will open categorized social groups with relevance to Blockchain 

Technology and Masternodes. We believe this is very important to allow all 

our users to connect, this will also give you a place to debate, brainstorm 

and discuss possible proposals with the community beforehand. 

 

We have a few more key features to our project that we are holding onto for 

now, and we will continuously propose and develop new features. We have 

a very strong belief in constant development, in todays world you cannot 

launch something and leave it. You must constantly develop and improve 

as their will always be room for improvement.  
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OUR ROADMAP 

Roadmap + Constant development = Lots of new roadmaps. 

 

DONE | New Website  

We launched our third(3rd) website and you can expect many more. 

 

DONE | Mast Coin Masternode 

Develop the Mast coin wallet. Enable Masternode feature and start 

distributing coins. 

 

DONE | Early Access BETA Platform 

Launch our “Early Access BETA Platform” which allows users to receive 

our inhouse universal token and start earning while the full platform gets 

developed. 

 

Exchange Listing | August 2018 

List MAST coin on exchanges (crypto-bridge confirmed) 

 

Full Web Platform | 4th Quarter 2018 

Launch our fully automated web platform which allows users to use all 

features of the Masternode Token project. 

 

Mobile APP | 2019 

Launch the fully automated Masternode Token APP and start mass 

adoption campaign. 
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OUR BLOCKCHAIN ARCHITECTURE 

 

MAST COIN SPECS 

NAME | Masternode Token 

TICKER | MAST 

TYPE | Masternode / POS 

MAX SUPPLY | 11,038,080  

PRE-MINE | 1,100,000 (10%) [Realistic for development & marketing to be efficiently executed] 

BLOCKTIME | 60 Seconds 

REWARDS | Decreases by 50% annually 

REWARDS SPLIT | 60% MN 40% POS 

MN Collateral | 1000 MAST 

 

REWARD STRUCTURE 

 

Starting reward | 10 MAST  

Every year (every 525,600 blocks) the reward gets halved (-50%) 

 

Block 0 – Block 525,600 = 10 MAST 

Block 525,600 – Block 1,051,200 = 5 MAST 

Block 1,051,200 – Block 1,576,800 = 2.5 MAST 

Block 1,576,800 – Block 2,102,400 = 1.25 MAST 

Block 2,102,400 – Block 11,038,080 (HARDCAP) = 1.25 MAST  

 

Once the hard cap is reached the reward will turn to 0. 
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LOCKED PRE-MINE 

90% of the pre-mine is locked, which means we cannot just spend or 

transfer these tokens as we please. We follow a procedure that allows 

MAST Coin Masternodes to decide if we can or can’t spend funds out of 

the locked pre-mine. Any proposed spending of the locked coins will be 

voted upon by MAST Coin Masternodes through our new "BETA Platform v1.0". 

Majority vote will be required for the release of any coins from the locked 

pre-mine. 

 

UNLOCKED PRE-MINE 

10% of the pre-mine (1% of the total supply of MAST Coins) will be used for 

recurring expenses, marketing, bounties, and other operational expenses 

as necessary. These expenditures do not require a vote from Masternode 

owners. 

 

All wallet balances and transactions can be viewed publicly on our Block 

Explorer: http://149.28.235.190:9999/ 

 

We realize that giving control to our Masternode owners will make us that 

much stronger, and we trust that we’ll be much wiser making decisions 

together as a whole. MAST Coin Masternode owners have the final vote on 

which new Masternodes we should deploy onto our platform, and what we 

can/cannot spend from our locked pre-mine, ensuring a transparent, open 

environment in which the combined knowledge of all of our owners will 

serve to help us make the best decisions possible.  

 

http://149.28.235.190:9999/

